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June 11, 2008 
 
Wendy Fitzner, Chief, Permit Consolidation Unit 
Land and Water Management Division 
Michigan Department of Environmental Quality 
301 E. Louis Glick Hwy. 
Jackson, Michigan 49201-1535 
 
Re: Permit Application Number 08-58-0007-P, submitted by Quiet Escapes, LLC 
 
Dear Ms. Fitzner: 
 
I am writing on behalf of Citizens for Aquifer Protection and Preservation 
(“CAPP”) and its individual members to oppose issuance of Permit Application 
Number 08-58-0007-P, submitted by Quiet Escapes, LLC.  Quiet Escapes has 
proposed creating an 8.98 acre recreational lake filled with approximately 50 
million gallons of water by using groundwater (the rights to which are shared by 
neighboring properties) to fill an excavated area.  Further, as part of the project, Quiet 
Escapes plans to construct two road crossings and one pedestrian crossing of Cone Drain.  
Quiet Escapes will also fill and possibly drain adjacent wetlands.  The Inland Lakes and 
Streams Act (“ILSA”), MCL § 324.30102, and the Wetlands Protection Act (“WPA”), 
MCL § 324.30304, prohibit these activities without permission of the Michigan 
Department of Environmental Quality (“DEQ”).  As detailed in these comments, the 
DEQ cannot lawfully issue a permit for the proposed project as it violates numerous 
standards and requirements under ILSA and WPA and the rules promulgated 
pursuant to these statutes.    
 
CAPP is an organization comprised primarily of residents and property owners in close 
proximity to the proposed project site in Monroe County.  Some CAPP members’ history 
in the area goes back over a century, with five or more generations of family farming.  
Many CAPP members own homes with residential groundwater wells which would be 
adversely affected by Quiet Escapes’ groundwater pumping.  As the DEQ is well aware, 
groundwater supplies in Monroe County are already stressed, and many area residents 
have already experienced well supply problems due in part to other intensive 
groundwater uses in the area.  If the DEQ permits Quiet Escapes to construct a lake 
filled with 50 million gallons of groundwater, many residential wells will not be able 
to produce an adequate quantity and quality of drinking water to meet domestic 
needs.  
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A. The MDEQ may not lawfully issue a permit to Quiet Escapes pursuant to the 

Inland Lakes and Streams Act because:  
 

(1) the proposed project will adversely affect the public trust; 
(2) the proposed project will unlawfully impair and destroy waters and other 

natural resources of the state; 
(3) neither the DEQ nor Quiet Escapes have determined the potential adverse 

environmental effects of the project; and 
(4) neither the DEQ nor Quiet Escapes have demonstrated that a feasible and 

prudent alternative to the project is not available. 
 
Quiet Escapes has proposed creating an 8.98 acre1 lake on its property by excavating 
215,320 cubic yards up to 17 feet down from the high water level elevation.  While the 
permit application does not provide the exact volume of the lake, it can be estimated 
using other data in the permit application.  Based on the proposed surface area and depth 
of the lake, as well as the volume proposed to be excavated, the lake will hold 
approximately 50 million gallons of water. 
 
The permit application fails to provide a realistic or justified explanation of where the 50 
million gallons of water needed to fill the lake will come from.  According to the permit 
application, the water level in the lake will be “maintained by normal/average 
precipitation levels (rain or snow) or if necessary supplemented by an on-site drilled 
well….”  However, as detailed in the comments of engineer Peter Grimley (incorporated 
by reference into this comment letter), precipitation at this location may not be adequate 
to maintain lake levels against evaporation, let alone fill the lake.  The average annual 
precipitation at this location is 33.2 inches and the expected evaporation loss is 33 inches, 
leaving essentially no net supply of water to fill the lake.2  Further, according to the 
permit application, the lake bottom will consist of 12-18 inches of rolled/compacted clay.  
Once saturated, the rolled/compacted clay will be virtually impermeable, so almost no 
groundwater will seep into the excavated basin.   
 
Thus, neither precipitation nor groundwater seepage will fill this 8.98 acre lake with 
the approximately 50 million gallons of water needed to reach the proposed 
elevation.  The only realistic source of 50 million gallons of water at this location is 
groundwater pumping.  The permit application essentially ignores this, making only a 
passing mention of a supplemental on-site groundwater well.  However, pursuant to 
ILSA, the DEQ must consider the source and quantity of the water that will be used to fill 

 
1 According to the permit application, the surface area of the lake will be 8.98 acres at the average water 
level elevation of 705 feet.  At a high water level elevation of 706 feet, the surface area of the lake will be 
9.13 acres, and at a low water level elevation of 704 feet, the surface area of the lake will be 8.76 acres 
2 See comment letter of Peter Grimley, relying on data from the Michigan State Climatologist’s Office 
(http://climate.geo.msu.edu/stations/5450/) and the Evaporation Atlas for the Contiguous 48 United States, 
NOAA Technical Report NWS 33, 1982. 
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and maintain the constructed lake, and the resulting impacts on the environment and 
neighboring properties’ water supplies. 
 
The Inland Lakes and Streams Act (“ILSA”), MCL § 324.30102(d) prohibits any person 
from creating an inland lake or stream without a permit from the DEQ.  The statute 
establishes two requirements for the issuance of a permit from the DEQ, both of which 
must be met.   
 
First, the project is not allowed to adversely affect the public trust or riparian rights.  See 
MCL § 324.30106.  While the term “public trust” is not defined in the statute, the rules 
promulgated pursuant to ILSA define the “public trust” to include “[t]he paramount 
concern of the public and the protection of the air, water, and other natural resources of 
this state against pollution, impairment, and destruction” and “[t]he duty of the state to 
protect the air, water, and other natural resources of this state against pollution, 
impairment, or destruction.”  R 281.811(g)(iii)-(iv).  Thus, the DEQ may not lawfully 
issue a permit to Quiet Escapes to create an inland lake if the project will adversely affect 
the public trust in a manner inconsistent with the state’s duty to protect groundwater and 
other natural resources against impairment and destruction.   
 
Second, the MDEQ “shall not grant a permit if the proposed project … will unlawfully 
impair or destroy any of the waters or other natural resources of the state.”  MCL § 
324.30106.   
 
Quiet Escapes’ proposal to create an 8.98 acre recreational lake by pumping 50 
million gallons of groundwater to fill an excavated area will impair and destroy the 
area’s groundwater, the rights to which are shared by owners of adjacent and 
neighboring properties.  The DEQ does not know the exact amount of groundwater that 
will be pumped to fill and augment the artificial lake, and it certainly does not know the 
full extent of the resulting environmental impacts.  The exact capacity of the proposed 
well, the amount of groundwater that will be pumped (daily and annually), the 
evaporative loss of that water once it is pumped into the artificial lake, the resulting 
drawdown of the groundwater table, the harm to hydrologically connected water 
resources, the impact on neighboring wells, and the resulting environmental impacts have 
not yet been determined by either the DEQ or Quiet Escapes.   
 
The DEQ may not issue a permit for the project until all of the potential adverse 
environmental effects are determined.  Michigan Rule 281.814 provides for a required 
environmental assessment in the permit application, which Quiet Escapes has failed to 
do.3  Further, pursuant to Rule 281.814 the DEQ “shall not issue a permit unless [it] 

 
3 R 281.814, “Environmental assessment,” provides: 
In each application for a permit, all existing and potential adverse environmental effects shall be 
determined and the department shall not issue a permit unless the department determines both of the 
following: (a) That the adverse impacts to the public trust, riparian rights, and the environment will be 
minimal[; and] (b) That a feasible and prudent alternative is not available. 
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determines … [t]hat the adverse impacts to … the environment will be minimal.”  Thus, 
Rule 281.814 provides both a procedural requirement to perform an environmental 
assessment and determine potential environmental effects of the project, and a 
substantive prohibition on the issuance of permits for projects with more than a minimal 
adverse environmental impact.  Quiet Escapes has totally failed to comply with the 
environmental assessment requirement, and the DEQ thus cannot determine that 
the project’s adverse environmental impacts are minimal.  Thus, the DEQ may not 
lawfully issue a permit. 
 
Even if Quiet Escapes conducts an environmental assessment and demonstrates that the 
adverse environmental impacts of the project are minimal (which is highly unlikely given 
the quantity of groundwater to be pumped and the condition of the aquifer), the DEQ 
may still not lawfully issue a permit unless Quiet Escapes also demonstrates that “a 
feasible and prudent alternative is not available.”  Rule 281.814(b).  There is nothing 
in Quiet Escapes’ permit application to make this demonstration.  As stated on the DEQ 
Inland Lakes & Streams website, Michigan has over 11,000 inland lakes and ponds.4  If 
Quiet Escapes wants access to an inland lake for recreational purposes (as stated in the 
permit application), it can simply purchase littoral property on any one of Michigan’s 
11,000 plus inland lakes and ponds.  Certainly some of these 11,000 plus inland lakes and 
ponds can serve Quiet Escapes’ recreational needs.  Purchasing littoral property on any 
one of Michigan’s 11,000 plus lakes and ponds suitable for recreation is a feasible and 
prudent alternative to creating a new artificial lake by pumping a massive quantity of 
groundwater (the rights to which are shared by neighboring properties) to fill an 
excavated area.  Quiet Escapes essentially wants a recreational lake without paying for 
littoral property, just as it wants absolute control over shared groundwater without 
compensating its neighbors. 
 
The DEQ itself has acknowledged the problem with groundwater pumping for lake 
augmentation.  According to the DEQ, “augmentation wells to enhance the levels of 
inland lakes … rarely fulfill their intended purpose, and the DEQ does not advocate their 
installation and usage [emphasis added].”5  The DEQ has summarized and stated its 
concern with lake augmentation wells (which would also apply to ‘lake creation wells’ in 
the case of Quiet Escapes): 
 

Much of the problem with lake augmentation wells lies in the sheer scale 
of such an undertaking. For example, it takes roughly 27,150 gallons of 
water to raise the level of a one-acre lake one inch. Accordingly, a 100-
acre lake would require 2,715,000 gallons of water to raise the level of the 
lake one inch. These calculations do not consider any water loss from the 

 
4 http://www.michigan.gov/deq/0,1607,7-135-3313_3681---,00.html. 
5 Memorandum from Michael S. Gaber, Chief, Well Construction Unit, Groundwater Section, Water 
Division (DEQ) to Local Health Departments, Environmental Health Division, regarding “Lake 
Augmentation Wells” (November 3, 2003), available at http://www.deq.state.mi.us/documents/deq-wd-
gws-wcu-lakeaugmentationwells.pdf. 
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system due to leakage through the lake bottom or evaporation from the 
lake surface (about ¼ inch per day). When water loss is accounted for, the 
amount of water required often cannot be practically delivered by a well. 
Limited information provided to the DEQ suggests only 1 in 4 
augmentation wells fulfill their intended use. 
 
Additional problems may be related to large scale groundwater 
withdrawals via the augmentation wells, and subsequent lowering of the 
regional groundwater table. This could have adverse effects on nearby 
private/public wells, and pumping from shallower depths can impact 
surface water bodies such as lakes and ponds.6  

 
Fortunately, the DEQ recognizes that an ILSA permit is needed when “a new 
augmentation well discharges water into a … surface water body.”7  The DEQ further 
recommends performing an aquifer yield test to predict impacts on surrounding wells and 
natural resources.8 
 
Similarly, in its “General Guidelines for Hydrogeological Investigations,” the DEQ Land 
and Water Management Division states that a permit applicant proposing “excavations 
for … man-made lakes” needs to provide a hydrogeological investigation.9  As stated in 
the DEQ Guidelines, an excavation for a man-made lake may 
 

alter the local hydrologic conditions either by diverting water, changing 
the groundwater level and flow direction, or impacting water quality.  It 
may be necessary, before permits are issued, to determine existing 
hydrologic conditions at the proposed site and to assess whether adverse 
environmental impacts could occur if the proposed project was completed.  
In order to document these conditions or assess possible impacts, it is 
necessary for the permit applicant to complete a hydrogeologic 
investigation prior to beginning any on-site development or issuance of a 
permit by the [DEQ] LWMD [Land and Water Management Division].10  

 
The DEQ Guidelines describe the field investigations, data analysis, and investigation 
report necessary to determine the potential adverse environmental impacts of creating an 
artificial lake by pumping groundwater.  At a minimum, before the DEQ can properly 
consider the permit application, this work must be performed by Quiet Escapes and made 
public.  Only if the environmental assessment and hydrogeological investigation 

 
6 Id. (emphasis added).  The DEQ’s calculation formula similarly produces an estimate of 50 million 
gallons of groundwater needed to fill the lake to the proposed elevation level. 
7 Id. 
8 Id. 
9 “General Guidelines for Hydrogeological Investigations,” DEQ Land and Water Management Division 
(September 2004), available at http://www.michigan.gov/documents/deq/lwm-hydrogeo_202739_7.pdf.  
10 Id. 
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DEQ even consider issuance of a permit. 
 
B. Quiet Escapes has not yet properly determined the scope and extent of 

impacts on wetlands and the MDEQ may not lawfully issue a permit to Quiet 
Escapes pursuant to the Wetlands Protection Act.  

 
The permit application only acknowledges that 0.07 acres of wetland will be filled during 
project construction.  The Michigan Wetland Protection Act (WPA), MCL § 
324.30304(a), prohibits any person from depositing or permitting the placing of fill 
material in a wetland without a DEQ permit.  However, the permit application fails to 
properly analyze all potential impacts on wetlands on the property and surrounding 
properties that will result from pumping 50 million gallons of groundwater or capturing 
50 million gallons of groundwater flow into the new excavation.  The WPA, MCL § 
324.30304(d) also prohibits the draining of surface water from a wetland without a permit 
from the DEQ, and Quiet Escapes failed to seek permission from the DEQ for these 
impacts.  
 
As described in the above section regarding ILSA, the DEQ has recognized the potential 
impact on natural resources, including wetlands, from lake augmentation wells and the 
need for a permit for such impacts.  Further, to determine the exact scope and extent of 
potential impacts, the DEQ has recognized the need for a hydrogeological investigation.  
Again, before the DEQ can properly consider the wetland permit application, a 
hydrogeological investigation must be performed by Quiet Escapes and made public.  
Once the full extent of the impacts on wetlands is determined, Quiet Escapes must then 
provide more detailed information on avoiding and mitigating the expected harm to 
wetlands. 
 
C. The proposed project violates the Michigan Environmental Protection Act. 
 
While compliance with the Michigan Environmental Protection Act (MEPA), MCL § 
324.1701 et seq., is not a matter for the DEQ to determine, CAPP and its members want 
to make clear to Quiet Escapes and the DEQ that the proposed project would violate 
MEPA and give rise to a claim pursuant to MEPA in the appropriate circuit court. 
 
MEPA, MCL § 324.1701, provides that “any person may maintain an action in the circuit 
court having jurisdiction where the alleged violation occurred or is likely to occur for 
declaratory and equitable relief against any person for the protection of the air, water, and 
other natural resources and the public trust in these resources from pollution, impairment, 
or destruction.”  As described above, the harm to the groundwater, as well as wetlands 
and other affected natural resources, would be sufficient to establish a MEPA claim.  In 
order to maintain an affirmative defense, Quiet Escapes would need to show “that there is 
no feasible and prudent alternative to defendant’s conduct and that his or her conduct is 
consistent with the promotion of the public health, safety, and welfare in light of the 
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state’s paramount concern for the protection of its natural resources from pollution, 
impairment, or destruction.”  MCL § 324.1703.  
 
D. The proposed project would unlawfully interfere with neighboring 

groundwater rights.   
 
The groundwater that Quiet Escapes will need to pump to fill the 50 million gallon lake is 
not owned by Quiet Escapes.  Nor does Quiet Escapes have exclusive rights to the use of 
the groundwater.  Rather, the groundwater is a shared resource among all overlying 
properties, and its use is limited by equitable principles of reasonable use.  Neighboring 
property owners whose wells are impacted by this project can obtain equitable relief and 
monetary damages from the appropriate circuit court. 
 
Michigan has long recognized “correlative rights” to groundwater, shared by all 
overlying landowners.11  Under this doctrine, “a landowner is unrestricted in his right to 
extract underground waters from his property up to, but not beyond, the point the exercise 
of such right unreasonably interferes with the similar, or correlative right, of his 
neighbor.”12  Determining what uses and interferences are unreasonable can be difficult 
and fact-intensive.  However, when an “artificial” use (such as creation of a lake for 
commercial or recreational purposes) interferes with a “natural” use (meaning domestic 
water supply), the natural use is given preference.  As stated by the Michigan Court of 
Appeals in the Michigan Citizens for Water Conservation v. Nestlé decision: 
 

When determining the purpose of the use, the court should consider 
whether the use is for an artificial or a natural purpose ….  Natural 
purposes include all those uses necessary to the existence of the user and 
his or her family, including the use of the water for drinking and 
household needs.  Artificial uses are those which merely increase one’s 
comfort and prosperity and do not rank as essential to his existence, such 
as commercial profit and recreation.  Because users for natural purposes 
enjoy a preferred nonproratable position with respect to all other users 
rather than a correlative one, if an artificial use interferes with a natural 
use, the natural use will prevail.13 

 
Thus, the DEQ and Quiet Escapes should be aware that if this project adversely impacts 
the groundwater wells of neighboring residents and property owners, the affected people 
would be able to seek equitable relief and monetary damages in the appropriate circuit 
court. 

 
11 See Michigan Citizens for Water Conservation v. Nestlé Waters North America Inc., 269 Mich.App. 25, 
709 N.W.2d 174 (2005), portions rev’d on other grounds, 737 N.W.2d 447 (Mich. 2007); Maerz v. United 
States Steel Corp., 116 Mich.App. 710, 323 N.W.2d 524 (1982).   
12 Maerz v. United States Steel Corp., 116 Mich.App at 714, 323 N.W.2d 524. 
13 Michigan Citizens for Water Conservation v. Nestlé Waters North America Inc., 269 Mich.App. at 71-72, 
709 N.W.2d at 204 (internal quotations and citations omitted). 
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On behalf of Citizens for Aquifer Protection and Preservation and its individual 
members, the Great Lakes Environmental Law Center appreciates the opportunity to 
submit these comments opposing issuance of Permit Application Number 08-58-0007-P.  
If you have any questions concerning these comments, or would like to discuss our 
comments further, please feel free to contact Noah Hall at the telephone number and 
email address listed below. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
 
Noah Hall      
Executive Director  
 
Great Lakes Environmental Law Center 
1402 Culver Road 
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48103 
  
Tel: 734-646-1400     
Email: noah_hall@hotmail.com 
www.greatlakeslaw.org  
   

mailto:noah_hall@hotmail.com
http://www.greatlakeslaw.org/

